
4th LIVE EC MEETING
28 & 29 November, Podgorica, Montenegro

Day 1

1. Presentation of agenda and expectations
Moderation: Luka
Minutes: Kiki

Before presentation of agenda from the moderator, EC agrees on moderation, minutes taking 
and other technical stuff. Moderator presents the agenda and opens the floor for expectations
round. EC makes the round of personal updates. Since this is the last live meeting as EC, the 
main topics on this stage are the expectations around GA and the role division among EC 
members.

2. State of the CDN Office
In this point, CDN secretariat updates about how they are feeling regarding the new role 
division (Network/ Project coordinator). This framework brings more structured task division. 
Since the office has two new employers, EC gives feedback on their work so far. 

Role of Office assistant is discussed under this point as well. EC decides to extend Kristina’s 
contract one more year.
Recommendation from EC: Project Coordinator and Network Coordinator should elaborate 
more on the Office Assistant role through systemic meetings and evaluation of their and 
Office Assistant work so that OA can also professionalize in her respective role.

3.Past project updates 

3.1 International seminar in B&H

Project Coordinator (PC) from Secretariat together with Panina from EC were responsible for 
the event in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Therefore they update everyone regarding this activity, 
challenges they faced during the implementation of event, learning points and other issues. 

Positive feedback is given regarding the collaboration with the Local prep team of Revolt, 
whose members were helpful throughout all activity.

PC and Panina report on the follow up and how they will finalize the outputs. 



3.2. Annual Work Plan implementation in general and takeaway for the next year's AWP

Altogether reflect on the take-ways from this Annual Work Plan, learning points and things to 
be improved in future events. There is one proposal about the necessity of creating a safe 
space document for CDN events. 

Conclusion: To form a working group on safe space policy, make timeline and define the steps
that need to be made in order to make the safe space policy that will be adopted at the 
upcoming GA. Gender working group will be approached as consultative body.

3.3. Balkan Region Meeting
This regional meeting addressed the challenges and opportunities with regard to energy 
policy in the context of mini-hydro plants.

Network coordinator together with Anamarija from EC and Luka engaged as speaker, give 
feedback on the implementation of this activity. Logistically, it was challenging to have an 
event in different locations. 
 
In the second half of this activity, CDN had a meeting with URA and the youth wing of it, 
through which they gained more insights regarding the local context. Possible ways of 
strengthening the collaboration with Ura are proposed during the meeting.    

Day 2
4. General Assembly
Office and EC do the task division for the GA preparation. 

5. Future projects

5.1. Gender Annual Work Plan
The CDN AWP for 2020 will be focused on gender issues and claiming the space for queer 
activism through artivism. First call for Prep-Team is published! Project coordinator shares 
some technical and logistical update. 

Project coordinator updates on the current preparations regarding the local teams for each 
event and details regarding co-funding. EC members express their interest in joinig Prep-
teams of the two international seminars. 

5.2. Spring school
Regarding this project, EC and CDN office are still waiting for the answer regarding the 
approval of funding. In this project it will be tested out the possibility of getting funded by 
Erasmus+.



5.3 Study session
Regarding this project, EC and CDN office are still waiting for the answer regarding the 
approval of funding. News will come out around mid-December. 

6. General update on CDN MOs/POs/WGs and plans for engagement

EC brainstorms on new ideas about structuring the Member/Partner Organizations diary in 
order to make it more engaging for the MOs/POs, also how to make WGs more visible. 

7. Migration towards new server 
CDN EC approved migration from existing server to new server together with Nextcloud. 

All data from Dropbox will transition to Nextcloud. All the Office and EC need to transition into 
Nextcloud. Due to Julian Hauser’s, member of Digital X WG,  huge involvement with the 
whole process, EC decides to give him annual remuneration. Julian will be the technical 
supporter for CDN. 

8. Feedback 

EC and office give feedback to each-other and reflect on their mandates, ups and downs 
moments and express interest in their future involvement with CDN in general. 
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